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ABSTRACT Currently, lysine malonylation is treated as one of the most key protein post translational

modification in the field of biology and lysine plays a significant role for the regulation of several

biological processions. Therefore, accurately identification such modification type will make contributions

to understanding their biological processions in this field. The experimental approaches to identify such

type of modification sites are time-wasting and laborious in some degree. So, it is necessary and urgent to

design and propose computational biology approaches to identify these sites. In this paper, we proposed the

IMKPse model that utilized general PseAAC as the classification features and employed flexible neural

tree as classification model. In order to deal with the overfitting problem, we utilized the independent

datasets of each species. More specifically, such algorithm initially employed amino acid properties from

the general PseAAC as the candidate features. With the comparison of candidate features, such a method

has the ability to finding out the top five features among them. When evaluated on three data sets in

testing set, IMKPse obtained MCC value of 0.9185, 0.9097, and 0.9525 in three species, including E.coli,

M.musculus, and H.sapiens, respectively. Meanwhile, IMKPse obtained MCC value of 0.9149, 0.9060, and

0.9467, respectively, in the independent sets. In addition, then, we make some combinations among the top

five features. The results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm has superior performances than other

approaches. A user-friendly web resource of IMKPSE is available at http://121.250.173.184.

INDEX TERMS Post translational modification, amino acid residues identification, flexible neural tree.

I. INTRODUCTION

Protein post translational modifications (PTMs) are made

to mature proteins when they have been translated from

RNA sequences [1]–[3]. PTM is one of the most efficient

biological mechanisms for expanding the genetic code and

for regulating cellular physiolog. A lot of PTMs involve

the chemical modification to a particular amino acid residue

in the protein sequence. Modification at lysine residues in

protein sequence have been extensively research about half

century. Dysregulation of the lysine modification pathway is

associated with several serious diseases, including cancers

and malignant diseases [4], [5].

The latest researches report that malonylation proteins

have influence on several important cellular functions in both
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eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms [6]–[8]. Unfortunately,

considering its dynamic property and pretty low abundance,

it can hardly detect the exact substrates or sites [9]–[11].

Indeed, a major and ongoing influence is to validate the

sites of Kmal, and to understand how malonylation’s func-

tions and activities in the related fields. A list of experimen-

tal approaches, such as mass spectrometry (MS), isotopic

labeling, chemical probe, affinity enrichment and label free

quantitative proteomics, have been widely utilized in this

field [12], [13]. Nevertheless, the experimental identification

of PTM sites is regarded as both expensive and resource-

wasting. So, such issue is still a challenging task. With the

development of sequence analysis, the computational identi-

fication of PTM play key role in this field [14]–[18]. During

last few years, several PTM identification efforts in silico

have been reported and such approach can be regarded as a
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novel method to deal with this challenging task [19]–[25].

On the one hand, several feature description methods, includ-

ing Pseudo Amino Acid Composition (PseAAC) and Pseudo

K-tuple Nucleotide Composition (PseKNC), have been pro-

posed [26]–[30]. One of the most typical and classical

methods is the Pseudo, whose own several web tools, includ-

ing Pse-in-One 1.0 and its update version Pse-in-One 2.0,

was proposed by Chou [31], [32]. Henceforth, PseAAC has

been widely utilized in nearly all the areas of computa-

tional proteomics [33]. Considering the widely and increas-

ingly utilization, several update tools, ‘PseAAC-Builder’,

‘propy’, and ‘PseAAC-General’, were established [34]–[36].

‘PseAAC-Builder’ and ‘propy’ are working for Chou’s spe-

cial PseAAC and ‘PseAAC-General’ is working for Chou’s

general PseAAC [37]–[39]. It was pointed that PseKNC

focuses on generating various feature vectors sequences in

the DNA/RNA level. It was noted that some researches have

been utilized these efforts [40], [41].

On the other hand, several identification tools of other

types of PTM sites have been designed and proposed with

machine learning approaches. For example, lots of such tools

have been based on several typical machine learning tools,

including neural networks, support vectormachine, K-nearest

neighbor and other related methods. From the comparison of

the existing identification tools, it can be easily found that

the sufficient samples, available features and special classifi-

cation algorithm are the basic element of high performances

of PTM sites identification [42]–[44].

Considering such elements, Chou has proposed the 5 steps

to deal with these issues: initially, we select the valid bench-

mark datasets to evaluate the classification algorithm; sec-

ondly, we formulate the identified sequence samples with

available mathematical expression; thirdly, we develop an

algorithm to prediction the samples; nextly we evaluate

the anticipated performances of the algorithm with prop-

erly cross-validation methods; lastly, we construct a user-

friendly web-resource of this algorithm is accessible to the

public [44]–[46]. So, we demonstrate the above mentioned

operations step by step.

II. METHODS

A. DATA COLLECTION

There exist several main steps in the identification model:

Step I: The valid benchmark datasets should be selected to

train and test the proposed classification model for different

organisms separately.

Step II: A series of features which can make contribution

to identification modification residues accurately.

Step III: An appropriate classification algorithm should be

designed and developed with the issue on the malonylation

modification sites prediction.

In order to construct an effective identification model,

a novel non-redundant dataset of malonylation modification

sites should be constructed. First of all, all of the experimental

malonylation sites, including 1746 Kmal’s identification sites

TABLE 1. The selected protein sequence in each species.

from 595 proteins in E.coli, 3435 Kmal’s identification sites

from 1174 proteins in M.musculus, 4579 Kmal’s identifi-

cation sites from 1660 proteins in H.sapiens were collected

by searching information containing the keywords of ’mal-

onylated’ or ’malonylation’ from different database, includ-

ing UniProtKB/SwissProt databases and CPLM databases

as well as the relevant literatures. Meanwhile, E.coli,

M.musculus and H.sapiens’s data limitation of other organ-

isms can hardly take into account in this thesis. Themalonyla-

ton of lysine are widely existed in the three employed species.

Therefore, we utilized the E.coli, M.musculus and H.sapiens

malonylations in this work.

And then, the experimentally identified Kmal’s malony-

lated modification sites have been defined as positive sam-

ples. At the same time, the same type of amino acid residue

excluding known manolylated sites in the selected proteins

has been regarded as the negative ones, which merely contain

the non-maloylated modification sites.

The next step mainly focus on eliminating sequence redun-

dancy and avoiding overestimates of the performance of

machine learning-based classifiers has been selected to gen-

erate a non-redundant subset at a sequence identity level

of 30%.

Finally, all of the sequences were truncated to 25-residue

symmetrical windows (-12 to 12) which could have bet-

ter performance to characterize the malonylated sites.

It was pointed that the head or the end of these pro-

tein sequences can hardly meet the length of symmetrical

windows the char ‘‘X’’ could be fulfilled in this protein

segments.

Toally, the non-redundant datasets include 1555, 3041,

4039 positive sites and 7853, 27499, 53584 negative sites for

E.coli, M.musculus and H.sapiens, respectively. The detailed

information of these data shows in table 1. In order to over-

come the overfitting problem, we make divisions of these

dataset into three parts, which include the training sets,

the testing sets and the independent sets. The former two

sets make contributions to algorithm training and finding

out the top five features in each species. The independent

ones are utilized to show the performances of each species

in constructed algorithm.

However, the selected length of peptides should be con-

sidered 3 types in the protein sequences. The first type is

the segment normal distribution in the protein sequences.

The second one is the segment in the head of the pro-

tein sequences and the last one is the segment in the end

of the sequences. Considering these possible situations, the

three type’s peptides description method of the potential
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FIGURE 1. Outlines of this thesis.

classification segments may be defined as the following form.

Potential Protein Segements

=











X · · · X + Protein Segements (Head)

Protein Segements (Normal)

Protein Segements+ X · · ·X (End)

(1)

where, the X. . .X means the length can hardly meet the

need of length of 15-peptids in the head or end situation.

So, the length of X. . .X will highly depend on the length of

protein segments. Therefore, the normal type can be treated as

the special forms both the head type and the end ones. Given

all that, the general description should be defined as the fol-

lowing form. While the segment belonging to the head type,

the X · · ·XHead is non empty.While the segment belonging to

the end type, the X · · ·XEnd is non empty. While the segment

belonging to the normal type, both the X · · ·XHead and the

X · · ·XEnd are empty. In one word, X can be treated as blank

sites.

Potential Protein Segements

= X · · ·XHead + Protein Segements+ X · · ·XEnd
(2)

In total, the whole of predicted modification sites have been

formulated by a general form in this work. Twenty-five types

of the position specific amino acid propensity and sequence

order information were utilized to convert peptide fragments

into mathematical expressions for the feature construction.

The predicted peptide segment has been demonstrated as the

following form:

Potential Protein Segements = R−n · · ·R−1CR1 · · ·Rn (3)

where Ri can be any of the 20 native amino acids and the C

is the center amino acid residue, which is lysine. When the

variable i below the zero, it means the amino acid residue

in the upstream. On the contrary, the variable i is a positive

one, it means the amino acid residue in the downstream.

Meanwhile, the value of blank amino acid properties in the

head and end segments is defined as 0.

B. FEATURE REPRESENTATION

With the rocketing increasing of protein and other biology

sequences, one of the most significant issues and most chal-

lenging tasks is how to demonstrate these sequences with a

certain style. Unluckily, neither discrete nor vector style can

hardly keep all the sequence-pattern information. Such two

styles merely keep considerable sequence-order information

or key pattern characteristic. PseACC has the ability to avoid-

ing losing the sequence-pattern information.

In this work, 25 types of the properties amino acid residues

among AAIndex dataset. And these feature can achieve by

the Pse-in-One 2.0 software, which was designed by Bin

Liu, have been employed as the classification features. It was

pointed that these selected properties may play roles in

the classification of the really modification sites in vari-

ous degrees. So, such selected features may have their own

contributions in the modification identification. Considering

such situation, we establish an algorithm to select the top 5

properties among the 25 candidate ones in different species.

The detailed steps of this algorithm demonstrated in the Fig 1.

And the selected top 5 properties are regarded as the feature

of the classification model, which is named Flexible Neural

Tree.

C. FLEXIBLE NEURAL TREE ALGORITHM

The flexible neural tree algorithm, whose code can download

from http://121.250.173.184, is a novel classificationmethod.

The model has a well performance in the field of classifica-

tion [47]–[49]. Considering the specialty of the alternative

tree, such model could be utilized in the feature selection.

In this work, a tree-structural encoding approach to deal with

specific instruction set has been selected for representing the

neural network structure. The reason for selecting such repre-

sentation is that the tree can be created and evolved utilizing

the modified the construction of the neural network structure,

whose ability to feature selection, in the algorithm [50], [51].

The utilized operational set F and terminal operational set

T for construction the FNT model can be show as follows:

Instructor_Set = {+2, · · · , +Fn, x1, x2, · · · , xFn} (4)
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FIGURE 2. Top 5 features’ ROC curves of E. coli.

where, +a(i = 2, 3, · · · , Fn) denote non-leaf nodes instruc-

tions and taking b arguments. x1, x2, · · · , xFn are leaf nodes
instructions and without other arguments. The output of

non-leaf nodes can be achieved with the flexible neuron

model. From this principle, the instruction+i can be achieved

with the same way of No i inputs neural node.

In the construction procession of this algorithm, if a non-

terminal instruction, i.e., +i (i = 2, 3, 4, · · · ,N ) is selected,

i real values have been generated in random. Meanwhile,

such parameters can be utilized for generation the connection

weight between the node +i and its children node in the

tree structure. At the same time, two adjustable parame-

ters, including ai and bi, can be randomly selected as the

parameters of the algorithm’s activation function. In this work

the activation function employed is tanh that show in the

following.

f (x, a, b) = a ∗ tanh(x) + b (5)

where, the parameter a and b can be selected. The output

of such neuron +n can be achieved as follows. The general

excitation of +n is

network =
∑

j∈N
xjwj (6)

where, xj (j = 1, 2, · · · , n) are treated as the input nodes,

which is named +n. The output nodes of the algorithm +n

can be computed by

outi = f (network, a, b) = a ∗ tanh(network) + b (7)

The classical flexible neural tree algorithm can be demon-

strated as Fig 2. The output of such algorithm can be calcu-

lated with the principle, which is followed by the left-to-right

in the depth-first approach, recursively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

By utilizing the candidate 25 types of amino acid residues’

properties from the Pse-in-one 2.0, these features play

different roles in the classification of the three species in this

work and the detailed steps show in Fig 1.

A. PERFORMANCE OF KMAL IN DIFFERENT SPECIES

So as to provide the easier-to-understand approach to mea-

sure the identification performance, the classical criteria was

available in this thesis. According to such criteria, the rates of

correct identification for the modification samples in data set

and the non-modification samples in data set are respectively

treated as

Set+ =
S+ − S+

−
S+ the modification sites (8)

Set− =
S− − S−

+
S− the non-modification sites (9)

where, S+ means the total number of the modification sites

investigated, whereas S+
− the number of the modification

sites incorrectly classified as the non-modification ones;

S− the total number of the non-modification sites investi-

gated, whereas S−
+ the number of the non-modification sites

incorrectly classifies as the modification ones. The overall

success identification rate is defined by

Sample_Set =
Set+S+ + Set−S−

S+ + S− = 1 −
S+
− + S−

+
S+ + S− (10)

It was pointed that while Set+ = Set− = 1 and S+
− =

S−
+ = 0, when both the modification sites and the

non-modification sites are classified, the overall success rate

SampleSet=1. Otherwise, the overall success rate is lower

than 1.

On the other hand, it is noted that the following equation

set is utilized for checking the performance of a classification

algorithm.

Sn =
TP

TP+ FN
(11)

Sp =
TN

TN + FP
(12)
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TABLE 2. Performances of potential feature of E.coliin training set.

Acc =
TP+ TN

TP+ TN + FP+ FN
(13)

MCC =
(TP× TN ) − (FP× FN )

√
(TP+ FP)(TP+ FN )(TN + FP)(TN + FN )

(14)

where, TP means the true positive; TN is the true negative;

FP is the false positive and FNmeans the false negative. Sn is

the abbreviation of sensitivity, Sp is the abbreviation of speci-

ficity, Accmeans the accuracy and MCC is the abbreviation

of Mathew’s correlation coefficient. Meanwhile, the relation-

ships among these parameters show in the following.

TP = S+ − S+
− (15)

TN = S− − S−
+ (16)

FP = S−
+ (17)

FN = S+
− (18)

It was pointed that the Mathew’s correlation coefficient is

usually utilized in measuring of binary classifications. While

S+
− = S−

+ = 0, meaning that none of the modification sam-

ples in the positive data set and none of the non-modification

samples in the negative data set were non-predicted, so we

can getMCC = 1. While S+
− = 0.5 ∗ S+ and S−

+ = 0.5 ∗ S−,
we getMCC= 0, meaning no better than random prediction.

While S+
− = S+ and S−

+ = S−, MCC = −1 means total

mismatching between prediction and observation.

With the above mentioned performances, we can evaluate

the proposedmethod to identification suchmodification type.

TABLE 3. Performances of potential feature of M.musculus in training set.

TABLE 4. Performances of potential feature of H.sapiens in training set.

So from the table 2 to 4, it is easily to find that the 25 type’s

candidate features play the various roles in the classification

of the Kmal in E. It was pointed that the whole 25 types of
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FIGURE 3. Top 5 features’ ROC curves in M.musculus.

FIGURE 4. Top 5 features’ ROC curves in H.sapiens.

properties have stabilities in their testing performances. With

these supplementary, we can easily overcome the overfitting

problem in this work. Meanwhile, these evaluation indicators

on the two-type classification demonstrate the various func-

tions in the field of identification lysine modification sites in

this type of species. So from the table 2, it is easily to find

that the No. features play the key role in the classification of

the Kmal inM.Meanwhile, these evaluation indicators on the

two-type classification demonstrate the various functions in

the field of identification lysine modification sites in this type

of species. From the table 2, we could obvious find out that the

Sn parameter can range from 89.22% to 99.76%. The second

parameter’s scope can range from 36.63% to 96.87%. The

Acc is from 67.52% to 95.78%. On the other hand, MCC

value is from 0.4649 to 0.9158. So, the top 5 feature index

is 17, 9, 6, 12 and 10 in E and the top five features and the

top 5 roc curves show in Fig 2.

So from the table 3, it is easily to find that the No. fea-

tures play the key role in the classification of the Kmal

in M. Meanwhile, these evaluation indicators on the two-type

TABLE 5. The Top 5 features in each species.

classification demonstrate the various functions in the field of

identification lysine modification sites in this type of species.

From the table 3, we could obvious find out that the Sn
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TABLE 6. Performances of different methods of E.coliin testing set.

parameter can range from 88.87% to 99.27%. The second

parameter’s scope can range from 37.35% to 96.93%. The

Acc is from 64.60% to 95.61%. On the other hand, MCC

TABLE 7. Performances of different methods of M.musculusin testing set.

value is from 0.3497 to 0.9124. So, the top 5 feature index

is 13, 19, 17, 10 and 12 in M and the top five features and the

top 5 roc curves show in Fig 3.

So from the above table 4, it is easily to find that the No.

features play the key role in the classification of the Kmal

in M. Meanwhile, these evaluation indicators on the two-type

classification demonstrate the various functions in the field

of identification lysine modification sites in this type of

species. From the table 4, we could obvious find out that the
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TABLE 8. Performances of different methods of H.sapiensin testing set.

Sn parameter can range from 72.77% to 98.52%. The sec-

ond parameter’s scope can range from 36.14% to 97.39%.

The Acc is from 58.36% to 96.98%. On the other hand,

MCC value is from 0.2615 to 0.9395. So, the top 5 fea-

ture index is 18, 14, 24, 3 and 5 in H and the top five

features show and the top 5 roc curves show in Fig 4.

Meanwhile, all the top 5 features of the selected species show

in table 5.

TABLE 9. Performances of different methods of E.coliin independent set.

B. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS

In order to evaluate the performance of the top 5 features,

we make a combination of these top 5 features in each

species. On the one hand, we compare the flexible neural

tree with other typical machine learning approaches. On the

other hand, some state-of-art amino acid sequence classi-

fication methods, including DBD-Threader, iDNA-Prot and

other similar ones have been compared with the proposed

algorithm. The detailed comparisons demonstrate in table 6,

table 7 and table 8. Meanwhile, it was pointed that the top 5
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TABLE 10. Performances of different methods of M.musculusin
independent set.

features of each spiece have many combination types. So in

this thesis, we utilized the five types of combination, includ-

ing top 1 (21 dimensions features), top 2 (42 dimensions

features), top 3 (63 dimensions features), top 4 and top 5. The

above mentioned tables demonstrate the detail performances

of these combinations. Meanwhile, these comparisons show

the independent sets of each species in table 9, 10 and 11.

TABLE 11. Performances of different methods of H.sapiensin
independent set.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A great deal of information and knowledge about pro-

tein sequences with malonylated has been accumulated to

date. There are still numerous undiscovered and unsolvable

issues and events on the classification issue in the field of

machine learning. Currently, the rocketing numbers of protein

sequences have been sequenced with the High-throughput

technology and methods. However, the discovering of the
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properties of the amino acid level, peptide level and protein

level can hardly meet the need of identification the function

and structure in the field of proteomics, biostatics, bioinfor-

matics and other similar omics. It was pointed that the size

of negative samples is much larger than the positive ones.

Therefore, it is a classical issue, which is a non-balanced clas-

sification problem, in the machine learning and classification.

It is hard to regard that all segments carry similar structures

before they bind to the component of the lysine malonylated

modification sites.

Notes: In this table, the Com-Top2 means the combination

of top 1 and top 2 features, whose size is the twice of the top 1.

The Com-Top3 is the three times of top 1, which include

top 1, 2 and 3 features. The Com-Top4 is the four times of

top 1, which include top 1, 2, 3 and 4 features. The Com-Top5

contains the whole top 5 features of each species.

Systematic analysis of the Kmal sites along with informa-

tion on these sites could be utilized by identifying the modi-

fied sites from the amino acid residues’ properties. However,

even the same post translation modification maybe fit the

distinguish features in different species. In other word, some

features can get ideal results in one species. Nevertheless,

such features can hardly meet the need of the other species.

Considering the above mentioned situation, several key infor-

mation and features on the identification of the malonylation

sites of different species can be achieved and caught in this

work.

On the other hand, another key result of this research is

demonstrated that the candidate features and properties may

play various roles, including the supporter features, the oppo-

nent features and the neutral features, in this classification

work. So, each selected type of candidate feature will try to

find out the fittest features of identificationmalonylation sites

in the certain species.

Here, it was pointed that unbalanced datasets, which the

negative samples can reach about 7 times than the positive

ones, present a hottest topic in the field of machine learning

classification. In our work, the unbalanced datasets will try

to avoid the imbalance influences with the preprocess steps,

which the positive samples replicate themselves until the size

of positive samples can generally reach the scale of the neg-

ative ones in only testing set. For future research, other prop-

erties and features, not merely the AAIndex database, will

be employed and utilized to deal with the different species

modification sites’ identification issue. On the other hand,

several novel technology and method, such as the deep neural

network, should be widely utilized in such modification site

and other similar modification sites in the field of machine

learning and bioinformatics.

In a word, the selection the fittest features of identification

modification sites seem to be one of the most important tasks

in the issue of identification modification sites. Therefore,

in the following work, several more reliable measurement

systems should be constructed. On the other hand, the discov-

ery of the combination of the various features and properties

should pay more attention in this field.
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